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Following the "time-capital"  approach of De  Vylder  (1997)  it is 
shown that a  fair life insurance contract can uniquely be separated 
into a fair savings and a fair pure risk contract.  It is  also shown tbat. 
each fair life insurance contract can be separated into a fair a;;;;oeiated 
stochastic savings contract and a  corresponding fair  associated risk 
contract with the same premium structure as the original contract. 
1  Introduction 
Essentially,  life actuaries consider" (random)  amounts that are payable aJ 
(random)  times",  e.g.  a  whole life  insurance guarantees an  amonnt  of 1 
payable at the moment of death of the insured.  Following De Vylder (HN7) , 
we will  call the couple which describes a  capital and its time of payment 
a  "time-capital".  The single premium (also called the actuarial value,  t.he 
expected present value or the price) of a lot of time-capitals have well-known 
notations, such as nAx  for  the continuous term life insurance.  De Vylder 
(1997) introduces a  notation for the time-capitals themselves, snch as"  A~, . 
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1 This enables us to write nA:o  instead of"  the insurance which pays an amount 
equal to 1 at the moment of death of the insured provided he dies before time 
n". 
The paper is  closely  related to the book De Vylder  (1997)  Dince  both 
are based on the concept of " time-capital" .  No knowledge of the book iD 
however required, since the concept of time-capital and the necessary related 
concepts are treated here without assuming any pre-knowledge.  The context 
of the paper is however different in that we direct our attention on savingt-; 
and risk contracts, which are only partly considered in De Vylder (1997).  In 
this sense, this paper can be considered as a self-contained addendum to the 
book of De Vylder (1997). 
In this paper we  will consider insurances on a single life (x)  of age  ~J; al 
policy issue.  The remaining lifetime X  of (x)  is assumed to be non-negative 
and continuous.  The time of issue of the policy is  the time origin o.  As 
usual,  we  introduce the following  notation for  the distribution function  of 
the remaining lifetime of the insured:  tqx ..;..  Pr[X :s;  tJ  and tPx ~  Pr[X > t;J; 
the symbol  "~" stands for" is  defined as" . 
An amount c to be paid at time t is denoted by the couple (c, t).  A deter-
ministic time-capital is  a set of couples (Ck, tk),  (k  =  1, ... , n).  A stochaDtic 
time-capital is  a  set of couples  (Ck (X), tk (X)),  (k  =  1, ... , n)  where the 
Ck (X) and the tk (X) may be functions of the remaining lifetime X. 
A time-capital will often be denoted as a capital letter with the superscript 
"00"  , e.g. 
QOO  =  (cJ(X), tl(X)) + (C2(X) , t2(X))+···+(cn(X), tn(X)) 
n 
L  (Ck (X), tk(X))  (1) 
~,=l 
is the time-capital with random payments Ck (X) at random timeD tk (X) , 
(k  =  1, ... ,n).  Here the "+"-notation and the "I::"-notation are sugges-
tive.  Summation and scalar multiplication of time-capitalli are defined in t.he 
obvious way. 
The present value of a time-capital is defined as the discounted value at 
the origin of time, i.e.  at policy issue, of  all future payments. Diseollnting will 
always be performed with a deterministic discount factor '/J =  1 :i =  ~.  The 
present value of a time-capital QOo  will be denoted by QO.  If  the time-capital 
is defined by (1), then we have 
QO  =  Cl (X)  7/1(X) +  C2 (X) 7l2(X) + ... +  Cn (X)  7/~'(X) 
2 n 
L  Ck (X)  'l}k(X).  (2) 
k=l 
The actuarial value (or the price) of a time-capital is defined as the expected 
value  (with respect  to X)  of the present  value  of the time-capital.  The 
actuarial value  of a  time-capital QOo  will  be denoted by Q.  Hence,  Q = 
E [QoJ . If  the time-capital is defined by (1), then we have 
Q  E h (X)  vtl(X) +  C2 (X)  1/2(X) + ... +  Cn  (X)  vtn(X)] 
n  L E  [Ck (X) vtk(X)] .  (3) 
k=l 
We denote by l  X J  the integer part of X, and r  Xl the smallest integer gl·eater 
than or equal to X. The random variable X is defined by 
"  .  lXJ + rXl 
X  7- 2  . 
Relations between random variables are regarded as exact if they hold almost--
surely.  E.g., we  will write rXl  =  lXJ + 1,  which means that this relat.ion 
holds with probability one.  Equality of time-capitals has to be interpreted 
as equality (with probability 1) of the corresponding random variables.  E.g. 
the time-capitals (c,  rXl) and (c,  lXJ + 1)  are considered as equal. 
In the sequel s  and t  will always be used to indicate non-negative real 
numbers; while j, k, Tn and n  will be used to indicate non-negative integers. 
We also make the convention that L:~=m  ai = a  if Tn > n. 
Example 1  Some simple t·ime-capitals 
•  n-year temporary annuity-due: 
n-l 
a~  ~  L(1,  k). 
k=O 
•  t-year pure endowment on a life aged x: 
where for  any event B, the indicator function  IB  equals 1 if B  holds 
true, and 0 otherwise. 
3 •  n-year temporary life annuity-due on a life aged x: 
n-I 
•  whole life insurance on a life aged x, payable at the moment of deat.h: 
.(0 ~  (I, X). 
•  n-year term life insurance on a  life aged x, payable at the moment of 
death: 
•  n-year term life insurance, on a life aged x, payable at the end of the 
year of death: 
•  n-year term life insurance, on a  life aged x, payable in the middle of 
the year of death: 
In Section 2 restricted time-capitals are introduced, and present valnes 
and (conditional) expectations for those time-capitals are considered.  An in-
troduction to the general savings contracts (treated in Section 5)  is given in 
Section 3, where we introduce deterministic savings contracts. A straightfor-
ward definition of reserves for deterministic savings contracts is given. This 
will make it easier to comprehend the definitions of reserves for  life  inslU'-
ance contracts.  Life insurance contracts are defined in Section 4;  t.his seetion 
is  mainly based on results by De Vylder.  In Section 5  we define  savings 
contracts on a  life  (x)  and their associated deterministic savings cont.ract.. 
(Actuarial) fairness of those contracts is  also considered in Section 5.  Pure 
risk contracts are defined in Section 6.  The combination of two life insurance 
contracts is studied in Section 7.  In Subsection 7.1  a general life inslU'ance 
contract is uniquely separated into a fair savings and a fair pure risk cont.met  .. 
The following subsection deals with several types of fair associated savings 
contracts and a corresponding fair associated risk contraet. It is shown that 
4 a general life policy can be separated in  several ways into a fair associated 
savings contract and a fair associated risk contract. 
It is  important to note that several results presented in  this paper are 
not  entirely new.  The originality lies in  the fact  that they are presented 
in the context of time-capitals and that an integrated approach is  given for 
several types of contracts (deterministic savings contracts and life insurance 
contracts).  The unicity of the separation of  a  fair life  insurance contrad 
into a  fair savings contract and a  fair pure risk contract seems not.  t.o  haw: 
appeared in the literature before. The notion of associated savings and risk 
contracts and its connection with savings and risk contracts cannot. be fOlmel 
elsewhere.  Furthermore the relationship between deterministic and st.ochast.ic 
savings contracts is made mathematically more clear. 
2  Restricted time-capitals 
In this section, QOo  is a general time-capital on a life aged x.  It.  is  a linear 
combination of deterministic time-capitals, pure endowments, life annllities 
and life insurances on a life aged x.  We will say that.  QOo  is  a  time-capital 
on (x).  Note that a notation Q~o would lead to ambiguity in  t.he formulas. 
see e.g.  the left hand side of (9). 
The restriction of QOo  to [8, 8 +  t[ is defined as the time-capital obtained iruIn 
QOo,  by setting all payments outside the interval [8, 8 + t [ equal to o.  Thr. 
restriction of QOo  to [8, 8 +  t [ is denoted by sltQoo. 
The re-actualized restriction of QOo to [8, s+t[ is defined as the restrict.ion 
of  QOo  to [s, 8 + t[,  where s  is  the new origin of time.  Hence,  all present 
values are evaluated at time s instead of time O.  The re-actualized restriction 
of  QOo  to [8,8 +  t[ is denoted by esltQoo.  The dot indicates that s is the time 
origin.  If  their is no explicit indication of the origin of time, then t.ime 0 is 
the time origin. 
At time-capital level,  there is  no difference between the rest.ric:t.ion  and 
the re-actualized restriction of a time-capital: 
Q OO  QOo  sit  =  eslt  . 
At present value level, the following relation holds: 
Qo  S  QO 
sit  = 'IJ  eslt  . 
5 In the sequel we will often denote slex:,QoO  as "IQoo,  and  eOltQn"  and !lltQ""  as 
QOo  or  QOo  It  "  t  w  • 
The present value of the time-capital etl QOo  is denoted as etl QO.  The expec-
tation  (with respect to X) of the present value of all payments in  [t,  00[, 
discounted at time t  is denoted bYetlQ.  Hence, 
(4) 
that is the expected present value at. time t of all payment.s of Qno  in  [t, oa[ if 
we do not.  have information about the status of (x) at t  (life or deat.h).  This 
expectation is  evaluated with the information available at time 0,  i.e.  the 
distribution function of X, which was determined at time O. 
Theorem 2  For any time-capital QOo,  the following expressions hold: 
(a) Decompos'ition formula: 
QO  =  OltQo +  '/It  etlQo, 
(b)  Generalized decomposition formula: 
Qo  QO  t-s  QO  esl  =  eslt-..  +  v  etl  ' 
(c)  Fouret's formula (at present value level): 
(t> 0), 
(0  ~  s < t), 





(  a) At time-capital level we have that QOo =  "ltQoO + etl QOo,  from 'which 
we find (5). 
(b) At. time-capital level, we immediately find e  .. 1 QOo  =  eslt_"Qon + et.! Q"" , 
which leads to (6). 
(c)  Taking s = k and t = k + 1 in (6)  leads to (7) .• 
Of course (5),  (6)  and (7)  also hold at expected value level (i.e.  wit.hout 
the "0"  symbol). 
Now assume that at time t,  the follmving  information is  available  eC>n-
cerning (x):  "(x) is alive at time t" or "(  x)  died at time s, for a given 
s  < t".  In terms of the remaining lifetime X, this informat.ion  can be 
expressed as "x > t"  or"  X  =  s < t".  From the Law of Total Probability. 
we derive the following expression for etlQ  : 
etlQ =  t E[etlQoIX =  sJ  dsqx + E[etlQoIX > tJ  tPx'  (x) 
1" 
(j The conditional expectation of etl QO,  given that (x)  is  alive at t,  i:-;  denoted 
by .tlQx : 
(D) 
etlQx  is  the expected present value at t  of all  payments of QOo  in  [1, aeL 
taking into account the information that (x)  is alive at t.  The conditiOlwl 
expectation of etlQo,  given that (x)  died at time s,  before time t,  i:-;  cielloted 
by etIQxl(s)  : 
(10) 
etIQxl(s)  is the expected present value at t  of all payments of qoo  in [t,oo[, 
taking into account that (x) died at time s, for some non-negative realllmnl)er 
s smaller than t. 
Relation (8)  can be rewritten as: 
(11 ) 
Note that if QOo  is  a  deterministic time-capital (i.e.  it does not depend on 
the remaining lifetime X), then one has 
etlQO  =  etlQ =  etlQx =  etIQxl(s).  (12) 
For a time-capital QOo  on a life (x)  and s < t,  we have that 
Expression (13)  follows from the fact that all payments of QOD  in [t, 00[, given 
that (x)  died at s < t, are deterministic. 
3  Deterministic savings contracts 
In this section we will consider deterministic savings contracts, i.e.  contracts 
between two parties, where the payments and the times-of-payment of both 
parties are deterministic and fixed at contract issue. 
Definition 3  A  deterministic savings contract is a couple of two  detr::TTnin-
istic  time-capitals  (COO, POD),  where  Coo  is  the  time-capital  dr::scr·ibiu.1J  the 
commitments of the  bank  (savings  institution)  and poo  is tlu;  time-capital 
describing the commitments oj the client (saver). 
7 Examples of deterministic saving contracts are [(1, n),  (P,O)]  and 
r  ,..00  fY\  ~~l  flC  __ ~  .... _  .... ~  ~.~ 1.~_.~  "...,  :..:~_ ""m.-l,_  1_\ 
lml"';;:f'  jJ U,mlJ  . VI l;UUI"'''',  W'" Have  jJ lLml- L",=o  ~J1, "'J' 
The reserve time-capital of a deterministic savings contract is  defined hy 
(14) 
The reserve time-capital describes t.he global payment.s of t.he savings illsti-
tution related to the contract  (COO, pan),  where payments of t.he  client  are 
considered as negative payment.s of t.he savings instit.ution.  From the view-
point of the client, it describes his income (premium payments are regarded 
as negative income) related to the savings cont.ract. 
The reserve at time t of a deterministic savings contract (con, pan)  is defined 
as the present value, evaluated at time t, of all payments of the time-capital 
VOo  in the interval [t,oo[.  Hence, the reserve at time t is given by etl VC  or. 
equivalently, by etl V 
Theorem 4  Consider' a deter'minist'ic sa1!ings  contr'act  (COO, POO),  then HI( 
have: 
(a) Prospective expr'ession of the reserves: 
(b)  Retrospective expression of the reserves: 
etl V  =  (V + OltP - OltC) 'ut , 
(c)  FO'uret's formula: 
-Hll  V =  (e"'l V +  e"'IIP - e"'ll C)  tt, 
Proof. 
(a) Follows from the definition of VOo. 
(t  ;::::  0), 
(t  ;::::  0), 
(k  =  0,1, ... ). 
(b) From decomposition formula (5) we find 
from which we find (16). 
(c) From Fouret's formula (7), we find 




(17) which leads to (17) .• 
In the sequel,  \ve  ,viII  say that a deterrninistic savings contract  if)  fair  if 
and only if V  =  O.  Equivalently, a deterministic savings contract is fair if and 
only if C  =  P. 
Example 5  A  deterministic savings contmct 
Consider  (COO,POO)  with  Coo  =  'LZ=o(L/.:,k)  and  poa 
Then we have according to Theorem 4 
n 
'"  (L· _ p.) vj-I.: 
~ J  .1  ,  (k=O,I, ... ,n), 
j=1;; 
1;;-1 
V  11k+  L (P j  - Lj )  uk - j ,  (k  =  0,1, ... , n), 
j=O 




Assume for  a  moment that V  > 0,  such that the contract is  not fair  (hnt 
advantageous for  the client). In this case,  in addition to accumulating the 
yearly residual income (P;; - Lj), the savings institution will have to provide 
an additional amount V  in order to be able to meet its futme obligations 
related to the savings contract.  This explains the term V  '11k  in  the retro-
spective expression of the reserves.  If  the liability of the savings institntioll 
at time k is determined by .1;;1 V, then V must be funded at contract issnc. 
A deterministic savings contract will be designed such that. the reserve will 
never become negative, implying that the savings institution has a  liabilit.y 
vis-a-vis the saver.  It is  clear that the choice of a  low interest. rate is  a safe 
strategy, from the viewpoint of the savings institution. 
In practice, most savings policies are not savings contracts as defined here. 
where the obligations of both parties are fixed  at contract issne.  Inst.ead, 
most  savings  policies  are what one could  call "flexible  saV'in.qs  p'f'()(lw:L,". 
This means that they are directly based on Fomet's formula (20), where the 
savings amount PI;;  and the amount of withdrawal LI;;  can be chosen freely 
by the saver at t.ime k.  The only restriction is t.hat the reserve must remain 
non-negative, i.e.  L/.:  S  ekl V + H,.  Of course, for flexible savings products, 
reserves can only be det.ermined retrospectively. 
A  loan can be defined as a deterministic savings contrac:t with a negative 
reserve at any instant.  In this case - e"'IV  is  called the remaining del)\. 
9 A  safe strategy for the bank institution is  the choice of a  sufficiently high 
interest rate  .  .A..s'  an example, consider an annuity-loan, which is a  contract 
[(1,0),  P ~J . 
4  Life insurance contracts 
In this section, we consider life insurance contracts on a single life  (:-r;),  ·wit.h 
remaining lifetime X.  We consider classical life insurance contracts, where 
the obligations of both parties are fixed at policy issue.  The insurer deter-
mines the distribution function of X  at policy issue. In  order to determine 
his liabilities at time t, the insurer will use the originally chosen life table in 
addition to the information available concerning (x) at that time. We aSS1Uue 
that the information at time t  is the status of (x), i.e.  life or death at t.hat 
time, and in the case of death, the moment of death.  This implies that. at 
any time t, when the insured is still alive,  the survival probabilities will be 
determined from the distribution function of X, conditional on the availahle 
information. 
Definition 6  A life ,insurance contract on a l~fe (x) is a couple (Geo, PC"')  of 
time-capitals GOo  and poo  depending on X, where  GOo  is the time-capif;al df-
scribing the commitment of the insurer and poo  is the time-capital d(;8C7-ib-i.ng 
the comm'itment of the 'insured. 
We will assume that etlPxl(s)  =  0 for all 0 < s < t.  This means that the 
premium payments stop at the death of (x), as is the ca.':le  in practice. 
The reserve t'ime-capital VOO  of a life insurance contract (Goo, POO)  is de-
fined  by  VOO  =  GOo  - poo.  The reserve time-capital describes the glollH.l 
payments of the insurer related to the contract (Goo, POO),  where payments 
of the insured are considered as negative payments of the insurer.  From the 
viewpoint of the insured, it describes his future random income (premium 
payments are regarded as negative income) related to the life insurance COIl-
tract. 
Lemma 7  Gonsider a life  insu7'ance  contract (Goo,  pao),  then we  have (at 
present value level): 
etlVO  =  etlGo - etlP O,  (t  ~  0);  (:21) 
etlVO  =  (Va +  GltPO  - OltGO)  1i,  (t  ~  0),  (:2:2) 
ek+lIVo=(ekIVo+  ekllPo- ekllGo)  'U,  (k=O,l, ... ,n-l).  (:2:3) 
10 Proof.  The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4 .• 
From (11) we find: 
etl V =  It etl Va:1 (s)  dsqx + etl Va:  tPx,  (t  2: 0).  (:l4) 
The reserve at time t of the life insurance contract (COO,  POO)  is hereby defined 
as the conditional expectation of etl VO,  given the information concerning (:1;) 
available at that time. When (x)  is  alive at time t,  the reserve is  givell  hy 
etl Vx  which is called the reserve at t  when (x)  is  alive at that time.  When 
(x)  died at time s < t,  the reserve is given by etl Va:1 (s),  which is  called the 
reserve at t when (x)  died at s < t. 
We will say that a contract vanishes with (x)  if etl Va: I  (  s) = 0 for all 0 < 
s < t.  Earlier we  assumed that etl Pxl (s) = 0 for all 0 < s < t.  This implies 
that a  contract vanishes with (x)  if etICxl(s) = 0 for all 0 < s < t. This will 
be the case if the life  insurance components (= the payments at death) of 
the life insurance contract are all payable immediately at death. 
Theorem 8  (De Vylder (1997»  Let  (COO, POD)  be  a lift ·ins-uranCf-:  eo1/,-
tract on a life (x),  then 
(a) Prospective expression of reserves: 
etlCx - etlPx, 
etlCxl  - etlPxl, 
(b)  Retrospective expr-ession  of reserves: 
etlVx = (V + nltP - nltC)  tE;;l, 
(c) Fo-uret's for-m-ula: 
(t  2: 0), 
(t  > 0), 
(t  2:  0), 
(k=0,1,2, ... ). 
For (b)  and (c),  we  ass-ume  that the contract vanishes with (x). 
Proof. 





etlVx = E[etIVOIX > t] = E[etICOIX > t]- E[etIPOIX > t]  =  etlCm - eltPJ., 
11 which is (25).  The proof of (26) is similar. 
(b)  From (22)  and (24)  \ve  have 
which implies 
etl V  t  etl 17,,1 (s)  ds%, + etl17"  tPx  In 
etl Va,  tPx  = (V +  nltP  - nltC)  'Ii, 
(c)  From (23)  we find 
As the contract vanishes with (x),  we can rewrite this equation a::; 
which is (28) .• 
Formulas  (27)  and  (28)  are a1'50  valid  for  t  =  0,1, ...  and k  =  0, I, ... 
respectively for contracts that do not vanish with x, but for which ekll G~ci (8) = 
o  (k  =  0,1, .. , and s < k).  Contracts that fulfill these conditions are ::;aid  to 
"vanish before the end of the year-of-death".  This will be the case e.g.  if t he 
life insurance components (= the payments at death) are due in the middle 
of the year of death. 
We will say that a life insurance contract. (COO, POO)  on a life (;c)  i::;  fair if 
and only if  V = 0, or equivalently, C = P. 
Remark that a deterministic savings contract can be con::;idered  a::;  a life 
insurance contract on a status which exists eternally.  Such a contract is a fail' 
life insurance contract if and only if it is a fair deterministic savings contract.. 
5  Savings contracts (on a life (x» 
For each life insurance contract  (COO,  POO)  on a  life  (x)  we  define the  as-
sociated deterministic  savings  contract  (C(008)00,  p(oos)on)  by replacing the 
distribution function of X  (= the remaining lifetime of (;r,))  by the distrihu-
tion function of x(ads)  which is the remaining lifetime of a  status that.  will 
exist eternally. Hence, 
Pr [X(OOs) = 00]  = 1.  (29) 
12 The associated deterministic savings contract is indeed a deterministic SeW-
ings contract as defined in Section 3. 
AB  an example, consider the life insurance contract 
(COO  pao)  (EOO  "00)  ,  =  ."  X  ,  7r ax:nl  . 
The associated deterministic savings contract is  given by 
(C(adS)OO,  p(adS)OO)  =  ((1,11,),  7r  ~n)  . 
The associated deterministic savings contract of a fair life insnrance eon-
tract is in general not a fair savings contract.  This will only he the ease if. 
in addition to C = P, also the condition c(ad8) = p(ads) holds. 
Definition 9  A  savings contract {on a life (x))  is a  life ins'umnc(;  contnu:t; 
(  Coo,  POO)  on (x) such that the reserves at life ekl Vx  (k  =  0, 1, ... , 11,)  an. I..(j'ltal 
to the corresponding reserves ek/ v(ads) of the associated deter'rninistie savings 
contract (C(008)00,  p(ad8)00),  z.e. 
(k = 0,1, ... ). 
For any savings contract. with given time-capitals Coo  and  poe,  the re-
serves at life can be determined without knowledge of the survival prolmbili-
ties of (x).  Further, note that each deterministic savings contract (as defined 
in Section 3) is a savings contract. 
For reasons of simplicity, we now consider life insurances with benefit.s at 
life and premiums are only payable at integer time points.  Taking one year 
as the time unit, this means that these payments are only due at the end or 
the beginning of the year.  The results hereafter can easily be generalized t.o 
the case of more payments than once a year, e.g.  by dlanging the t.ime unit 
to one month (in case the payments are due monthly). 
We wili also assume that the insnrance period is  [0,11,[.  This means that. t.llf~re 
are no premiums and no benefits payable after time n.  The survival benefit 
and the premium payable at time k,  (k = 0,1,.··,11,) will be denoted by L/.: 
and Pk  respectively.  We will assnme that Lo  =  P." = 0.  Then we have 
." 





poo = ,.  p ..  EoO 
~  J  J  x' 
.1=0 
(~-n) 
Since the insurance period is  [0, n[ there are no death benefit~ aft.er time n. 
We immediately find  that the associated deterministic  saving~ contract  l~ 
given by (C(ads)oo,  p(ads)no) with 
n 




p(ads)oo = L (Pj,  j) . 
.1=1.) 
As a special case of Theorem 4, we get from (18),  (19) and (20) 
n 
ekl v(ads)  =  L (Lj - Pj) 1.,i-k,  (k  =  0,1, ... , n),  (~14) 
j=/; 
k-l 
ek  IV (ads)  =  v(ads) 'Ii+  L  (Pj - Lj) 7j,k-j,  (k = 0,1, ... , n).(~-Hj) 
ek+ll V(ads) 
with v(ads) given by 
.j=l.) 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1) 
n 




The associated deterministic savings contract  (c(ads)on,  p(ads)nn)  is  fair 
if and only if  v(ads) = 0,  or equivalently 
L(Lj-P j)  '11.1=0 . 
.1=0 
A  savings contract on a  life  (x)  is  fair  if and only if V  =  0.  Hence,  a 
savings contract on (x)  is fair if and only if (38)  holds. 
14 Theorem 10  Consider' a life insurance contr'act on a life (x) defined by ('JO) 
and (31).  Th'is  contTact is a fair- sa1Jings  contr-rLct  on (x)  'i:f  an~d ortly  f;t 
k-1 
.k,Va:  =  L (Pj - Lj) 'I.L"'-j,  (k=O,I"",n). 
j=O 
Proof. 
(a) Assume that (COO,  POD)  is  a fair savings contract.  Then v(ads) =  V =  O. 
Hence,  (39) follows from (35). 
(b)  Now assume that (COO,  POO)  is  a  life insurance contract. for which  (~)9) 
holds.  We immediately find  that V  =  .0,V x  =  0,  which  means that the 
contract is  fair.  By (30),  (31)  and (39)  for k  =  Ti,  we find 
11.-1 




L (Lj - Pj) vj =  0, 
j=O 
which means that v(ads) = 0, 
From (35) and (39)  we then find that .k,Vads =  .k,Va:,  (k  =  0, I, "., n) .• 
In the following theorem, we consider life insurance contracts defined by 
(30) and (31) with as additional requirement that the contracts vanish before 
the end of the year of death. 
Theorem 11  Consider' a life insurance contract on a life  (;J;)  as  defined  by 
(31)  and (32), that vanishes before the end of the year of death,  This contmct 
is  a fair savings contract on (x) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
n  "  L Pj  '/1.1  = L Lj  v j 
j=O  j=O 
and 
(k=O,I,,,.,n-l).  (41) 
15 Proof. 
(a)  First  ?uSsume  that  (COO,  POQ)  is  a  fair  savings  cont.ract.  OIl  (:r)  \i\Thich 
vanishes before the end of the year of death.  Then, (40)  must hold and by 
(28)  we find 
V (ads) 
ok+ll  ok+llv",  =  (oklv", + oklIP", - okIIC",)  IE;;;~k 
(.k/V(ads) +  Ph:  - .kIICx)  IE;;;~k'  (k = 0,1, ... , n - 1). 
Using (36), this leads to 
V (ads) + n  V(ads)  E  .kl  I)"  - .1,,+11  1  x+k 
.klv(ads) + Pk - .k+Ilv(ads)  71  (1  - qx+d 
(."Iv(ads) + P" - 'Ii  .k+IIV(ads») + .k+llv", lAx+/.: 
Lk + ok+IIVx  IAx+k ,  (k  =  0,1, ... , n - 1), 
which reduces to (41), by (39). 
(b)  Now assume that (COO,  POO)  is  a life insurance contrad which vani"he" 
at the end of the year of death, and for  which (40) and (41) hold. 
We will prove by induction that (39)  holds for k = 0,1, ... , n. 
First, (39) holds for k = 0,  as  (COO,  POO)  is  a fair contract. Indeed, 
v  c-p 
:t  (Lk - Pk)  kEx + I: (t  (Pj  - Lj )  uk+I-j)  k/lAx 
10=0  k=O  J=() 
~  (L, - P,)  ,Em + ~  (~  (Pj  - L;) ,;) ('Pm - ''+'1',: 
n  n-I  n-l 
71  71.-1 
71 
nPx L (Lk - Pk)  '1/"  = 0. 
k=() 
16 Nrm,  "",,,,,,Tn'" that  ('{O)  l.~L~~ f~_ n  ~'n_~;_~  ... ln_  1;~  fn  1  ,_.  - 1  J) 
..L~"'-"~  ..  ,  '-"  ...... "-'VL.I..I..I."-'  U.1..1.L  \.I  ,UU  .1.1V~'-1.L"I  J.V.L  a  !-'Q.,.1l.Jl  ..... 1.1l.ctJ..  tIll lV,.1, "'J II,  .1. 
Then we have by (28)  that 
ol+llV x  =  (ollVx +  Pz - olllCx)  lE;;~l 
[~  (Pi - Li) 'U'-i + P, - L, 
-(t  (P j  - L j )  ,uHl- j )  lAx+lllE;~1 
.1=0 
1 
(-n  - lAx+l) L (Pj  - L j )  'ul+l- j  lE;~l 
j=O 
I 
L (Pi - L.i)  'I1Hl- j , 
j=O 
which ends the proof.  • 
Example 12  A fair- savings contmct 
Consider the life insurance contract  (COO, POO)  with 
n  n-l 
Coo  = L Lk  kE~o + L Dk  kllA~o 
and 
n-l 
pOD  = L H, kE~O. 
1.:=0 
This contract is of the form (30)  and (31)  with Lo  =  PrJ  =  O.  Clearly,  (hi::; 
contract vanishes before the end of the year of death.  We have that. 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1). 
Hence, the condition (41)  reduces to 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1), 
j=O 
17 or equivalently, 
k 
Dk = v! L (Pj  - Lj )  'I./,A:+l-j ,  (k  =  0,1, "', n - 1).  (42) 
j=() 
6  Pure risk contracts on a  life (X) 
In  a sense, a  pure risk contract is the counterpart of a savings contrad.. 
Definition 13  A pUTe  risk contmct on a life  {x}  is a life ins'umnce contmd 
where the commitment of the 'insurer only consists of payments-at-death (no 
survival benefits) and such that 
(k=O,I, ... ,n). 
By its definition, a pure risk contract is always a fair life insurance (;on-
tract. 
Let us now again assume that the premiums are only payable at integer 
time points (once a year):  Pk  is the premium paid at time k, in case that. (:r:) 
is alive at that time,  (k = 0,1, ... ,n -1). 
Theorem 14  Consider' a life insurance contmct on a life  {x}  as  defined in 
{30}  and {31}  with no  survival benefits  and that vanishes  be.for·e  the  end 0/ 
the  year of death.  This  contmct is a p'ure  risk contmct on (x)  if and only 'i:f 
(k=O,l, ... ,n-l).  (  M) 
Proof.  Condition (M)  implies that 
n-l 
V = L  A:Ex (.kll Cx - PA:)  = 0. 
k=O 
Further from (28) we find 
.A:+lIVx = (.kl"Vx + Pk - ekllCx)  lE;;~A:'  (k=O,I, ... ,n-l). 
Using this recursive relation, it 1.'3  straightforward to prove the theorem .• 
From the definition and the theorem above,  we see that a  "pnre risk" 
contract contains no savings element in it:  each yearly premium is  nsed t.o 
cover the price of a one year term insurance. 
18 Example 15  A fair· pure risk contr·act 
Consider a life insurance contract (COO,  POO)  with 
71.-1 




poo  = L H,  kE;o. 
k=O 
This contract is a pure risk contract if and only if 
(k = 0, 1, ... , n - 1). 
7  COIllbination of contracts 
Let  (C(1)oo , p(1)00)  and  (C(2)00, p(2)00)  be two life insurance contracts. The 
combined life insurance contract  (C(1)oo, p(1)00) + (C(2)OO, p(2)oo)  is defined 
as the contract (COO, POO) = (C(1 )00 +  C(2)00, p(1 )00 + p(2)00) . 
The reserve at life  etl v"  of the combined contract  equals the sum of the 
reserves of the two contracts: 
T  T  TT(1)  TT(2) 
et/ v'"  =  et/ v'"  + et/ v'"  ,  (t;::::  0).  (45) 
Similarly, the reserve at death etl v,,/  of the combined contract. equals the SHm 
of the corresponding reserves of the two contracts: 
(1)  (1) 
et/ V",/  =  et/ V::i  +  et/ V::I  '  (t > 0). 
In the following we restrict ourselves to fair life insurance contracts 
(  Coo, POO)  defined by 
and 
71.  71.-1 
Coo = L Lk  kE;o + L Dk  kI1A.~0 
k=1  k=() 
71.-1 
poo = ~  R  E Oo • 
~  k  k  '" 
19 
(  4fj) 
(47) 
(48) Hence, we restrict to the case that the payments-at-death Dk are payable in 
the middle of the year of death.  The contract of course vanishes before the 
end of the year of death. 
7.1  Combination of a  fair savings and risk contract 
In this subsection we will prove that each fair life insurance contract (;an be 
considered as the (unique) combination of a fair savings eontract and a pure 
risk contract. 
Theorem 16  (Payments-at-death due in the middle of the YW,T of dm,th) 
Any fair life insurance contracts (COO, POO)  on (x)  defined by  (47) and (48) i8 
the uniq'ue  combinat'ion of a fair savings contract (C(s)OO 1 p(S)OD)  on (:r)  and 
a (fair) pure risk contract (c(r)oo, p(r)oo)  on (:c) , 
Proof. 
(a)  ¥le first  prove that. there exists such a  combination.  In (h)  we  will 
prove that the combination is  unique. 
Let ekl Vx  be the reserve of (COO, POD)  at time k  (k = 0, I, ... , n), 
Consider the contract (C(8)00, p(s)OO)  defined by 
n-1 







Let us introduce the notation pJs) = O.  Taking into account that (C"", PC") 
is a  fair life insurance contract, we find from (50) that 
k-1 
eklVa:  =  L (nk- j - 1 ej+11Va:  - 'uk - j  ejlVa:) 
j=() 
k-1 
L (p}s)  - Lj )  uk - j ,  (k  =  0,1, "., n).  (fi2) 
j=() 
20 AB  enl v., = Ln , we find from (52)  that 
n 
L (P;S) - Lj )  v j  =  0. 
j=O 
On the other hand, from (51), we immediately find that 
I;. 
C(8)  - L  + '"' (p(s)  L)  k+1-j  A  el;.11  a:  - I;.  ~ j  - j  U  1  a:+I;.,  (k=0,1, ... ,n-1). 
j=() 
Hence, from Theorem 11  it follows that (C(s)oo,p(s)OO)  is a fair savings con-
tract. 
Moreover, from (52)  and Theorem 10,  we find that 
1;.-1 
e1;.108 )  = L  (P;S)  - Lj )  uk - j ,  (k =  0,1, ... ,n).  (53) 
j=() 
Next, consider the contract  (c(r)oo, p(r)oo) defined by 
n-1 
p(r)oo = '"'  p,(r)  EOO 
~  k  I;.  a:  (54) 
1;.=0 
with 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1)  (55) 
and 
n-1 
C (r)oo  __  '"' (DI;. _  11  1)  A'oo 
~  ek+11 va:  V2  1;.11  a:'  (5f» 
k=1I 
We immediately find that 
el;.I 1  c~r) = p~r),  (k = 0,1, ... ,n -1).  (57) 
From Theorem 14, it follows that (c(r)oo, p(r)oo) is a pure risk contrad. 
It remains to prove that (COO, POO)  is the combination of (C(8)00: p(8)"~) 
and (c(r)oo,p(r)oo). 
From (47),  (51), (52)  and (56), we immediately find that 
C(8)00 +  c(r)oo = Coo. 
21 From (50), (55),  (47) and (28)  it follows that 
peS) + per) 
k  k  .k+1IV a: V -(.kIVx-Lk)+(Dk - .k+lIVx'IJ~)  lA.",+k 
.k+lIVx  lEa:+k  - .kIVa: + Lk + Dk  lA.a:+k 
==  ek+lj'Vx  lEa;+k - eklVa; +  eklCa: 
H"  (k=O,I, ... ,n-l). 
(b) Now we prove that the combination is unique. 
Therefore, consider a fair savings contract (C(s)oo, p(s)OO) and a (fair) pure 
risk contract (C(  r )00 , p(  r )00) defined by 
and such that 
fI.  fl.-I 
C(8)00 = L LiS)  kE~O  + L  Dis)  .kll  A.~o , 
k=1  k=O 
fl.-I 
p(s)oo = L  p~8) kE~o, 
k=O 
fl.-I 
C (r)oo  _  '""' D(r)  A'oo  - 6  k  .kll  a:' 
k=O 
n-l 
p(r)oo = L  p~r) kE~o 
k=() 
(COO, POO)  =  (C(s)oo + c(r)oo, p(s)oo + p(r)oo) 
We have that Lk = Lis)  (k = 1,00', n). Hence, by Theorem 10 and Definition 
13, 
.kl Vx  =  .kl ~s) + .kl ~r) 
k-l 
=  .kl~s) = L (p;S) - Lj ) 
j=O 
By (42) we then have 
k 
k-j  U  , 
DiS)  =  v! L  (p}s) - Lj )  Uk+l-j 
j=() 
(k  =  0,1,00', n). 
1 
=  1J2  .k+lIVx,  (k=O,I,oo.,n-l). 
22 Hence, 
D (r)  D  D(s)  D  1  TT 
k  =  k  - k  =  k  - V 2  ek+  11  v."  (k=0,1, ... ,n-1). 
Further as direct consequence of Theorem 14 (see Example 15), 
(k=O,l, ... ,n-l). 
So we have proven that if (COO,  POO)  can be written as a combination of 
a fair savings contract and a  (fair) pure risk contract, then t.he risk cont.ract 
must be equal to the one defined in part (a) of the proof.  This immediately 
implies that the savings contract. is  also uniquely determined .• 
For a life insurance contract defined by (47)  and (48), the premiuIIl  I~~8) 
as  defined in (50)  is  called the savings premium at time k.  The premiuIIl 
pt) as  defined in  (55)  is  called the risk premium at time k.  The amount. 
( Dk - v~ eHll  V.,)  is the amount-at-risk in year k  + l. 
An adjusted version of the theorem can be proven for any fair life inslU"-
ance contract (COO,  POO)  which vanishes before the end of the year-of-death. 
Using (52) and the relation between premium, savings and risk premiuIIl, 
it is easy to show that the accumulated value at time k of the premiums less 
life benefits of the life insurance contract minus the accumulated value of the 
annual risk premiums (j = 0,1, ... , k - 1) equals the reserve at time k: 
.klVa:  = 
k-l  L (pj  - ~y) - Lj ) 
j=O 
k-l  L  (P j  - Lj )  1J,k-j_ 
j=O 
k-l 
L  (Pj  - Lj )  1J,k-j_ 
j=O 
k-l 
L  (Dj  -1J~ .j+1IV.,) 
j=() 
k-l 
'"'  D(r)  k-j_l  L....J  q.,+j  j  7J,  2 
j=O 
A "  k-i 
1  x+j  71.  . 
(k = 0,1, ... , n). 
For a  fair savings contract, this expression of the reserve at life reduces t.o 
the first summation. 
Example 17 (COO,  POO)  =  (~.A"~.o,  P  .. 00)  ·th P  A"  /  ..  ..~.  ax:;;:1  Wt  =  n  .,  ax:;;:1 
For this term insurance we have 
23 (0(8)00,  p(8)00) = (I:  .k+11v"  11k  kI1A~o; I:  (.k+11v"  1)  - .klv,,)  kE;n) 
k=()  k=O 
and 
n-1 
(L (1 - .k+11 v" 1)k)  kI1A~0; 
k=() 
I: ((1 - .k+11 v" vk)  1A"'+k)  kE~O), 
k=() 
For the reserve at life, we find 
k-1 
.klv" = P  s"~1  - L q",+j  (1 - .j+11v" Vk)  uk- j-! 
j=() 
(k  =  0,1, ""  n): 
which shows that the reserve at life is lower than the accumulat.ed value of 
the premiums in this case, 
Example 18 (O DD,  POD)  -_  (~E::r:o.o,  "DO)  'th  E  /  "  ••  7r a",:nl  wz  7r =  n  '"  a",:nl 
For this pure endowment policy we have 
n-1 
(0(8)00,  p(8)00)  =  (~E~O + ~  TT  1.  AACO  ..  ~  ~  .k+11 v'"  112  kl1  "'; 
n-1 
L  (.k+11v"  '/) - .klv,,)  kE~O) 
k=O 
and 
(o(r)oo,  p(r)oo) = (_ ~  TT  1  AAOO  1 ~  TT  AA  ErA) 
~  .k+11 V'"  V 2  kl1  "';  -1)2 ~  .k+11 V",  1  "'+k  k  ~:..  , 
k=fl  k=() 
For the reserve at life, we find the following expression: 
k-1 
T T  ..  + ~  TT  k-j-1  .kl v'"  =  7r ski  ~  q",+j  ej+11 v'"  U  ,  (k=O,l,oO"n), 
j=() 
24 clearly showing that for a pure endowment policy the reserve at life i::;  larger 
than the accumulated value of the premiums paid.  Besides, it show::;  t.hat. 
the reserves of the persons who die are needed to establish the reserves £01' 
persons that stay alive. 
Example 19  Flexible  life or universal life ,insurance. 
From the previous deductions, we find two recursions for .kl v" for the life 
insurance considered in this section (see (47)  and (48)).  First,  £i'om  (28)  we 
have 
On the other hand, from (50),  we find that 
.k+II"Vx =  (.klv" - Lk +  P~.s»)  7./" 
with 
P (s)  _  D  _  p(r) 
k  - rk  k 
and 
(k=O,l, ... ,n-l)  (50) 
Flexible life or universal life  insurance is  different  £i'om  the life  immrance 
studied until now,  because the obligations of both parties are not fixed  at. 
policy issue.  Instead, these kind of insurances are based on (58),  or equiva-
lently (59), where the insured is £i'ee  (to a certain extent) t.o dec:ide at t.ime k 
(if still alive) the sizes of Pk, Lk and Dk. Restrictions are imposed so t.hat. all 
parameters remain positive and in order to prevent antiselection.  Although 
equivalent, the interpretations of (58) and (59)  are completely different. 
Interpretation of universal life with (58): 
Assume that the insured is  alive at time k.  He"  owns"  the reserve at life 
.klv". He decides to pay Pk, to withdraw Lk ,  and he wants a  death-benefit. 
Dk  if he dies during the next year.  IT he is still alive at time k+l, then he 
owns the reserve at life .k+  11 v". 
Interpretation of universal life with (59): 
Assume that the insured is alive at time k.  On his savings account, then') is an 
amount ekl v".  He decides to pay Pk , to withdraw Lk , and he wants an amount. 
Dk  (the amount on his savings account included) if he dies during the next. 
25 year.  Let pt) be the cost of the one year immrance.  As the insured wants 
to receive Dk  at death (assumed to be payable in the middle of the year): 
while there will be .k+1IVx on the savings account at time k+l, the capit.al to 
be insured is Dk - v~ .k+11Va:.  Hence, pt) =  (Dk -1J~ .k+1IV",)  lAx+/;'  An 
amount of piS) = Pk  - pir )  is placed on the savings account.  At the end of 
the year the savings account has grown to .k+11Va:  =  (.klVa:  - L,,; +  F~:8))  'II. 
7.2  Combination of a  fair associated savings contract 
and a  fair associated risk contract 
In  this subsection we will prove that each fair life insurance contract. can be 
separated into a corresponding fair associated stochastic savings contract. and 
a fair associated stochastic risk contract with the same premium strnctnre as 
the original contract.  The mentioned associated savings contract has as life 
benefits the pure endowment benefits of the original life  policy,  and death 
benefits equal to the reserves of the associated deterministic savings contract 
defined  (times 1)1/2)  in  Section 5.  The death benefits of the associated Tisk 
contract are "sums at risk"  equal to the difference  of the benefits of the 
original policy and the end-of-year reserves of the associated deterministic 
savings contract (also times '/)1/2).  To arrive at this separation it is necessary 
to first consider definitions of two associated deterministic Sewings contracts 
of the original fair life insurance. In this subsection it is also shown that the 
combination of a  savings contract and pure risk contract can be considered 
as a  special type of associated contracts.  Since  we  have,  in general,  two 
different solutions for  the associated contracts, also linear combinations of 
both solutions satisfy our definition of associated stochastic contracts. 
According to Section 5, the associated deterministic savings cont.rael of 
the fair life insurance contract (COO, POD)  defined by (47) and (48), is 
n 
c(<Uis)oo  =  L (Lk' k)  (  nO) 
k=l 
n 
p(<UiS)oo = L (Pk , k),  (Gl) 
k=1l 
with Pn  = O.  As has been remarked in Section 5, this associated contract is in 
general not a fair contract.  Hence, we define a corresponding fair' associated 
26 deterministic savings contract (cUadS)eo, pUads)OO) by 
n 
CUads)oo =  2=: (Lk,k)  (fi2) 
1.:=1 
n-1 
pUads)eo = '"""'  (pUadS)  k) 
~ Ii:  " 
k=U 
with p~fads) =  0.  The premiums pifads) in  (63) are not uniquely defined, but 
since this contract is assumed to be fair we find from (19) 
k-1 
V (Jads)  _  '"""'  (pUadS) _  L.)  k-j  ekl  - ~  j  J  71.  ,  (k=O,l, ... ,n),  ((iLl) 
.1=0 
which leads to 
p,(Jads) =  v(Jads) '/!  _  (  .  V(Jads) - L  ) 
k  ek+ll  ekl  k  ,  (k  =  0,1, ... , n - 1).  (Wi) 
As enl v(Jads) =  Ln we find from (64) 
n  2=:  (pj'ad8) - Lj )  'l)j = 0,  (fiG) 
j=O 
confirming the fact that this contract is  fair. 
To get.  some grip on the problem we first.  consider two special cases: 
1) In case eklv(Jads) =  eklv;;"  (k  =  0, 1, ... , n), then the PhUads) are uniquely 
defined for k  =  0,1, ... , n - 1.  In  this case we have 
p(Jads) _  p(s) 
k  - k  ,  (k=0,1, ... ,n-1)  (67) 
(see (50)  and Theorem 16).  In  this case we are back to t.he situation of the 
previous subsection, which we will consider in more detail in Theorem 28. 
2)  In  case the premiums  Pk  are level  it  is  reasonable to assume t.hat 
the same holds for the premiums of the fair associated deterministic savings 
contract, we then have by (66) 
n 
P (Jads)  _  p(Jads) - '"""' L.' j/.;_ 
k  - - ~  J  /!  snl,  (k=O,l, ... ,n-1).  (fiK) 
j=1 
27 Since the two savings contracts (c(ads)oo, p(ads)OO) and (CUad8)OO, pUatt:s)OO) 
are deterministic contracts they can not immediately be combined with (fair) 
life insurance contracts. Hence, as a third type of associated savings contract. 
we have to define: 
Definition 20 An associated (stochastic)  savings contmct of (COO, poa)  11.£:-
fined  by  (47)  and (48)  is a life insumnce (cUa8)oo, p U a8)oO)  defined by 
n  n-l 
C(fM)OO  = '"  LUas)  E OO + '"  D(fas)  A'oo 
L  k  k  '"  L  k  kll  '" 
k=]  k=O 
and 
n 
pUas)oo = '"  p(fas)  EOO  L  k  k  a:' 
k=O 
with 
L (fas) - L 
k  - k,  (k=O,l, ... ,n), 
D (fas) _  IVUads) 'I'!  k  - .k+]  J  ,  (k=0,1, ... ,n-1) 
and 
p(fas) _  p(fads) 
k  - k  ,  (k  =  0,1, ... ,n). 




1) the pure endowment benefits are the same as that for the original fair 
life insurance contract (see (71)), 
2)  the death benefits equal the end-of-year reserve of the fair associated 
deterministic contract, discounted to the middle of the year of death (see 
(72))  and 
3) the premiums are those from the associated fair deterministic contrad 
(see(73)). 
Theorem 21  The  associated stochastic savings  contract  defined in (69)-
(73) is fair and the reserve at -integer times of this contract eq-uals that of th(; 
fair associated deterministic savings contract defined -in  (62) and (6.1): 
v:Uas) - v(fads) 
•  kl  '"  - .kl  '  (k=O,l, ... ,n) .  (74) 
28 Proof. 
From (64),  (66)  and (69)-(73) it follows that this coI~tract i" fair: 
V Uas) 
11.  11.-1 
L  (L~fas) - p?as»)  kEx+ L  ek+11 VUads)  v~ kllAx 
k=()  k=() 
11. 
""" (L. _  pUadS»)  ~  Ii.  k 
k=() 
11.  11.-1 
L  (Lk - pifads»)  kEx + L (pifads) - Lk) 'l)k (kPx  - nPx) 
k=()  k=() 
~  ( p Uad8)  )  - nPx ~  Ii:  - Lk  (75) 
10=0 
(In the notation of premiums and benefits we ah'eady used the fact.  that t be 
contract is fair.) 
By Theorem 10 and (71) and (73)  we now have 
VUas)  _ 
ekl  x  -
j=() 
VUads) 
ekl  ,  (k  =  0,1, ... , n),  (7fi) 
so the reserve of the fair associated stochastic savings contract. equals t.hat 
of the reserve of the fair associated deterministic savings contract .• 
Definition 22  The fair associated risk contmct (cUar)oo, pUar)nn)  -is  dfJinul 
by 
11.-1 
cUar)oo = L  (Dk - ek+IIVUadS)V!)  kIIA~a,  (77) 
k=() 
n-I 
pUar)oo  = """ pUar)  .EoO  D  10  Ii.  x'  (7X) 
k=() 
29 with 
71.-1  71.-1 
L p~~far)kEx = L (Dk - .k+1Iv(JadS)7J~)  kI1A",.  (79) 
k={l  k=() 
Note that the premiums p1far) are not uniquely defined by (79). 
Finally the fair life insurance will be separated into an associated stodms-
tic savings and an associated risk contract. We first consider the ~pecial type 
of life  insurance policy with level  premiums in  Theorem  23;  immediately 
afterwards we consider the general case. 
Theorem 23  (Payments-at-death due in the middle of the year' of death) 
Any fair life insurance contract (COO, POO)  defined by  (47)  and (48) with 
PA:  = P,  k  = 0,1, ... ,n - 1,  is a combination of a fair- associated  (stoclw,s-
tic) savings contract (c(Jas)oo,p(Jas)oo)  and a (fair)  associated r-isk  coni;mct 
(c(Jar)oo, p(Jar)oo)  with p-,.fas) =  p(Jas)  and .rI-jar)  =  p(Jar) for' k =  0,1; ... , n-
1. 
Proof. 
It is immediately clear from  (47),  (69),  (71),  (72)  and (77)  that C"" 
C(fas)oo 1- C(far)oo. 
We have from (47)  and (48) 
by (68) 
n 
p(Jads)  =  p(Jads)  =  '"'  L. 1}.ijs-1 
k  L  J  n, 
j=1 




(k=O,1, ... ,n-1), 
(~  (D; - .;+IIV(f"") "') ;[IA,) Iii,,,,! ' 




(K2) The latter is  the premium of a  fair life insurance contract but not a  pnre 
•  1  1  J  1  r'  l'  n  ~.  _  f· 
rISK conerace as uenneu In .Jecr,IOIl  o. 
From (80)-(82) and (75)  we get 
(p - p(Jar») iix:nl 
n  n-l 
~  L  E  ~  Vfads  1  AA 
~  k  Ii:  x  + ~  e"'+ll  '/}2  "'11  x 
"'=1 
n 
~  p(fads)  E 
~  '"  '"  x 
"'=0 
n  n-l 
+ L (Lifas) - p~fas»)  ",Ex + L  ek+llv (Jads)  '/}~  "i1./t 
~u  ~o 
P (Jads)··  _  + v(Jas) - p(Jads) a··  _ 
ax:nl  - x:nl . 
Hence, 
• 
A  direct consequence of Theorem 23 is that under the conditioIls of t.his 
theorem we have: 
T T  v:(Jas) +  v:(tar)  e"'l  Vx =  e"'l  a:  ekl  a:  ,  (k=O,l, ... ,n).  (S4) 
From the proof of (83)  it can easily be seen that the theorem can  he 
generalized.  The only requirement is 
n-l  n-l 
L  (Pk - PI~far») 
k=U 
",Ea:  =  L Ph~fas) ",Ea:. 
k=() 
Assuming Po  -1=  0 we define 
p,(tar)  _  (P IP,  )p'(Jar) 
k  - '"  (I  (I  ,  (k =  1,2, ... ,n-1) 
and 
p(Jas) =  (YIP, )p'(Jas) 
k  k  0  0  ,  (k = 1,2, .. ,n-1). 




(S7) Further, we define 
p,Uar)  _  D  _  p,Uas) 
o  -.l  0  0  •  ( ·'9)  \~  •. 
Then we have 
P(Jar)  _  D  _  pUas) 
k  - .rk  k  ,  (k=O,l, ... ,n-l)  (90) 
and (85)  is immediately satisfied. 
This demonstrates that any fair life insurance contract can be decomposed 
into a  fair associated savings contract and a  fair  associated ri!:>k  contract, 
which leads to Theorem 24: 
Theorem 24  (Payments-at-death due in the middle of the year of death) 
Any fair life insurance  contract (COO,POO)  defined  by  (47)  and (48) wdh 
Po  i=- 0,  'is  a  combination of a fair  associated (stochastic)  sav'ings  contmct 
(cUas)oo, pUas)oo)  and  a  (fair)  associated  risk  contract  (cUar)oc,  p(j{£r)~~) 
with Ji-/as)  and  E1far) defined  by  (86) and (87) where  ~Va8) and ~Va8) an: 
defined by  (88) and (89). 
IIllustrations of Theorem 24 are given below. 
Example 25  (COO,  POO)  =  (nA~O,  p  a~~nl) with P =  nAx / ax:nl 
For this term insurance we have (COO,  POO)  ==  (C(Jar)oo,  p(Jar)oo).  fbI'. 
the associated savings contract all premiums and benefit!:>  are equal to zero. 
We have p(Jar) =  p. 
Example 26  (COO,  POO)  =  (nE~O ,7r  a~~nl)' with 7r =  nEx/ax:nl 
The associated  deterministic  savings  contract of this  pure endowment 
policy is given by 
(C("")oo,p(""')OO)  ~ ((1, n), ~  (1r,k)). 
The associated fair deterministic savings contract with level premiums is 
equal to 
32 the associated fair stochastic savings contract with level premiums is 
(c(fas)oo  p(fas)oo) = (  E OO + ~  Bml  ~  .  Aoo  ~  2-.E OO ) 
,  n  x  ~ .;  V  kll  x' ~  ..  k:r. 
k=O  Snl  k=O  Snl 
and the associated fa-ir  risk contract with level premiums is 
(c(far)oo, p(far)oo)  =  (~(_  Sk+ll!)  A'oo  p(far)  "00_  ) 
~  S- 11  kll  x'  ax:nl 
k=()  nl 
(~  (_  V(fas)!)  A'oo  p(far)  "00  ) 
~  ek+ll  V  kll  x'  a,;:nl' 
k=ll 
The associated risk contract is not a pure risk contract, since ekl Vr~far)  i= 0 
for k = 0,1, ... , n. 
We have  p(fas)  =  .,,!...,  and negative premiums for  the associated risk 
8;;;1 
contract: 
P (far)  _  (~  (_  Sk+11  1)  A') /  ..  _ 
- ~  ••  1) 2  kii  x  ax:nl . 
k=O  snl 
Of course we have 7r = p(fas) + p(far). 
Example 27  (COO,  POO)  =  (nE~O  +  n~o, II  ii~~nl)'  with II =  (T,E,:  + 
nAx)/iix:nl' 
This example is an elaborated special case of Exercise 5.3  of Wolthuis 
(1994).  The associated deterministic savings contract is given by 
The associated fair deterministic savings contract with level premiums 
corresponds with that of the pure endowment policy of Example 26  and is 
given by 
(c(fads)oo,p(fad.s)OO) =  ((1,n),~  (S~ 'k))' 
k=()  I 
33 the associated fair stochastic savings contract with level premiums is also the 
same as that of Example 26: 
(c(fas)oo, p(fas)OO) =  (nE;O + I: 
k=O 
and the associated fair risk contract with level premiuIIls is 
(c(far)oo, p(far)oo)  (~  (1 _  8 M1[!)  AAOO  p(far)  .. ".~~ )  L  ..  V  k[l  x'  ax:n [ 
k=()  Sit[ 
(~  (1 _  v(fads) !)  .  ADO  p(far)  ··00  )  L  ek+l[  1)  k[l  x'  ax:n[ 
k={) 
The associated risk contract is not a pure risk contract, since ek[ V}ar)  of- 0 
for k =  0,1, ... , n. 
Again we have  p(fas) =  _1_  and in this case positive premiums for  the 
,snl' 
associated risk contract: 
We have by definition II = p(fas) + p(far). 
This example is  illustrative for  a  mortgage construction in  the Nether-
lands, where a mortgage is combined with an endowment policy.  In case a 
person (homeowner)  dies,  the associated savings policy "pays"  an amoullt 
equal to the accumulated value of the savings premiums, and the associated 
risk policy replinishes this to the amount of the original mortgage.  If the 
person still lives at the end of the insurance period the mortgage is paid ill 
full  by the associated savings contract.  During each year the insured has 
to pay interest on the original mortgage amount (as long as the policy docs 
not end). In the Netherlands the interest "income" on the savings premiums 
(included in the associated savings contract) is  not charged by the tax au-
thorities, while the annual interest on the original mortgage amount can, up 
to this moment, be entirely deducted annually from ones personal income.  In 
practice, premiums are normally paid monthly, and interest rates and savings 
premiums are adjusted every couple of years. 
34 Theorem 28  (Payments-at-death due  -in  the middle of the year of death) 
.i4ny fair life ins'urance  contract (G'100, POD)  de.fined by (46)  aTtd (47)  that i8 
the  combination of a fair associated savings contract (c(1a8)00, p(1a8),-,n)  and 
a (fair) associated risk contract (cUar)oo, pUar)oo), where the T'isk  contmci is 
a pure T'isk  contract,  reduces  to  the combination of the faiT'  savings conimct 
and the faiT'  r'isk contract mentioned in TheoT'em  16. 
Proof. 
It has already been noted in the preceding theorem that GOo = CU(8)",' + 
cUar)oo, 
We define 
(k  =  0,1, ... , n - 1).  (91) 
By (77)  we have 
",-1 
GUar)oo =  2:: (Dk - ekHI v(Jads) 1)%)  kl1 A~o, 
k=O 
hence 
C(Jar)  _  pUar) 
ekl1  x  - k  ,  (k = 0,1, "., n - 1), 
so by Theorem 14 we now have a pure risk process, leading to 
ekl v Uar) = 0,  (k  =  0,1, ... ,n). 
Hence by (45)  it is follows that 
V(tads)  IT 
ekl  =  ekl V x ,  (k=O,l, ... ,n).  (92) 
From (65),  (73) and (50) we now have 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1), 
and from  (55)  and (91)  and (92) 
pUnr) = p(r) 
k  k  ,  (k = 0,1, ".,n - 1), 
This means we are back to the situation of Theorem 16 .• 
35 Example 29  (COO,  POO)  =  (,B~O +  11A~o, 1lI!  H,  kE~ol 
\  k=()  / 
For this special type of fair  life  insurance contract, with still unknown 
premiums Pk ,  the associated  deterministic savings contract is given by 
and the associated fair deter'ministic savings contract with level premiums is 
(c(Jads)oo,p(Jads)oo) =  ((l,n),~  (s~ ,k)) . 
k=()  111 
The associated fair stochastic savings contract (= fair savings contract) with 
level premiums is 
(C(Jas)oo, p(Jas)oo)  (c(s)OO, p(s)OO) 
(nE;O  + ~ 
..  11-1 
S-.  -
. k+11  1  A'oo  ~ 
- .. -V2 kl1  x'6 
snl  k=() 
and the associated fair'  (pure)  risk contract is 
with 
(k=0,1, ... ,n-1). 
Since the associated risk contract is in this case a pure risk contract we have 
eklv,,(ar)  = 0 for k = 0,1, ... , n.  The net premium Pk  is in this case 
D  _  1  p(Jar)  (k - 0  1  '  1)  I);:  - -.• - +..  ,  ,- , ,  ... ,  n - . 
snl  h. 
36 It is  left to the reader to check that 
n-l 
2:=  Pk  !,:Ex = ".Ex  + nAx. 
1.0=0 
Note that we also have 
p(Jas) _  p(Jads) _  pCs) __  1_ 
k  - k  - k  - •.  , 
sr;:I 
(k=O,I, ... ,n-l). 
One can, of course, combine Theorems 24 and 28 to obtain other de<:OIIl-
positions of the fair life insurance contract (COO, POO).  We hereby denote the 
separation according to Theorem 24 by (r(Jas)oo, rr(Jas)oo) and (r(Jar)~c, 
rr(Jar)oo) and corresponding reserves by .kl yitas)  and .1.:1 yVar).  First \ve 
consider  a  simple linear  combination;  this leads  to a  decomposition  with 
premIUms 
P(tas) =  pCs) + (1 _  ) rr(Jas) 
k  a  k  a  k  , 
P (Jar)  _  D  _  p(tas) 
k  - £k  k  , 
with, according to (87) and (88) 
rr(tas) =  P,_  (~  L·  '/li /  ~  p.  '/li)  k  n.  L  J'  L  J  , 
i=]  i=() 
(k=O,I, ... ,n-l), 
(k=O,l, ... ,n-l) 




The reserve .I.:IVx(Jas)  of the fair associated savings contract can for each 
k  be calculated using (64) and (G3) 
V (Jas)  _  v(Jads) 
.kl  x  - .kl 
k-] 
L  (pjIadS) - Li) 1jk-i 
j=O 
1.0-]  k-] 
a L  (p}S) - Li) '11-"'-i + (1- a) L  (rr;Jas) - L j )  'Uk - j 
i=()  j=() 
a .kI0 s) + (1 - a) .klyVas),  (k  =  0,1, ... , n),  (9G) 
which leads to 
n  n-] 
C(Jas)oo = '""'  L,  .. + '""'  V (Jads)  ]/2  A-oo  L  "  L  .k+]1  v  kl]  x' 
k=]  k=O 
37 and 
n-1 
cUar)oo = L (Dk - ek+llv(fadS) 1}1/2)  Ii:I1A~:o. 
k=U 
Then we have by the additional property (96): 
CUas)oo = (YC(s)oo + (1 _ (Y)rUas)oo 
and 
c(Jar)oo =  (yc(r)on + (1 _ (Y)r(Jar)oo. 
The same can be done for the premiums. This leads to: 
Theorem 30  (Payments-at-death due in the middle of the year of dudh) 
Any fair life insurance contract (COO, POD)  defined by (46) and (47) with Po  of 
o can be  written as  a combination of a fair associated savings contrw:i  awl 
a fair associated risk contract that are  linear combinations of the associated 
contracts considered in Theor'em 24  and TheoTem 28. 
It is tempting to consider a generalisation of (93): 
(k=O,I, ... ,n-I):  (07) 
of which, for  instance, relevant values are (Yt  =  0,  (k  = 0,1, ... , 'Tn  - 1)  and 
(Yk  = 1, (k  = m,rn+I, ... ,n-I). In this case (94) and (95) remain nnchaIlg(~(L 
Formula (96)  then becomes: 
ekl v:,(Jas) 
k-1  k-1 
13k L  (p}8) - Lj )  'uk - j  + (1 - 13k) L  (II;fas) - L j )  '/l.,,:-j 
j=()  j=U 
13k ekl0s) + (1 - 13k) ekly~fa8),  (k  =  0,1, ... , n).  (Dk) 
We define f3()  = (Yo.  Based OIl  (65)  we have 
f3k+1  ek+lIV;s) + (1 - f3k+1)  ek+1Iy~fa8) 
(eklv:,(Jas)+p;'fas)-Lk)11.,  (k=O,I, ... ,n).  (\)0) 
38 Hence, for k = 0,1, ... ,n -1 we have 
( 
T rUas)  nUas)  L)  'V'Uas) 
.kIVa;  +rk  - k  1j- .k+ll.la; 
(3k+l =  (s)  Uas)  (100) 
.k+ll  Va,  - .k+ll  Ya; 
This means that we  can write down time-capitals for  the benefits of these 
new type of associated contracts in the same way as in Theorem 30,  and a 
generalisation of Theorem 30 results. 
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